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THE YEAR OF THE NURSE
2020, a year unlike any other
in our lifetimes – it started
with a celebratory focus on
nursing when the World Health
Organization declared it the
International Year of the Nurse.
That was long before the
same organization declared
that COVID-19 had evolved
into a pandemic. The focus on
nurses and the critical roles
you serve in ensuring the
health of patients, families,
and communities the world
over has never been clearer.
You are on the front lines in
acute and intensive care units;
in the community; in virtual
classrooms and in-person
laboratories; providing primary
and preventive care; and
doing the critical research
that will hopefully turn the
tide. And together, we have
critically important goals
in mind: keeping the world
healthy, promoting health
equity, and saving lives.
We applaud you for your
stamina, your persistence,
and your endless empathy.
We are documenting this
extraordinary time in history
with this special COVID-19
issue of Nursing For/um that
includes a commemorative
pull-out poster. We hope it
reminds you, always, of your
strength and courage.
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From the Dean

The fall semester is underway with the largest enrollment in
our history – over 2,080 – a tribute to the power of nursing as
a profession in the midst of COVID-19. The pandemic remains
a threat, and this has kept much learning online or virtual.
Fortunately, through collaboration with our clinical partners –
the University of Maryland Medical System and many others –
and a laser-like focus on safety protocols, we have been able to
return students to clinical learning opportunities. It has not been simple; we have sourced
personal protective equipment for students and faculty and developed innovative systems
for monitoring symptoms to ensure those coming to campus are safely cleared. We have
built expertise in subject areas that we never expected to need to master! Of course, this
progress may be sidelined with an uptick in the prevalence of the virus. But, knowing that
risk, we remain grateful for each step along the road back to some sort of “normalcy” –
whatever that may be.
Over the past months, in addition to the pandemic, we also have been challenged
as individuals, as a School and University community, and as a nation by the images of
brutal actions taken against George Floyd and others, some named and some unknown
to us. This has prompted reflection and deep conversations. For the first time, some of
our colleagues have shared experiences from their lives that others of us can hardly
fathom. And it has renewed our commitment to our core values as an institution and to
speaking out against brutality, racism, discrimination, and harassment in all its forms. It
also means that we are taking a good, hard look at our behaviors, systems, and processes
to ensure that we truly foster excellence and inclusivity for all. This is not new work for
us – as a School, we have been committed to diversity for a long time and boast a student
population that is quite racially and ethnically diverse. But recent events have engaged us
with a new level of urgency, as well as the hope that by working together we can make a
lasting difference for our School and our community.
In many ways, the dual challenges of COVID-19 and racism speak profoundly to
the fundamental role of nurses across time in leading improvements in the health of
populations. This fall, as we navigate these challenges, it is a reminder that our legacy has
indeed equipped us for this work and that we can embrace it with courage, knowledge,
and deep caring for the well-being of those we serve. To our alumni and friends, please
join me in taking on COVID-19 and structural racism with a commitment to individually
and collectively change the world.

Jane M. Kirschling, PhD, RN, FAAN
Dean and Professor
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“The students who opted
into our early-exit option
were well prepared and fully
equipped to make a major
contribution through their
service as nursing graduates.”
JANE KIRSCHLING

Stories
Meeting a
Critical Need
BY LAURA HAGER

In response to Maryland Gov.
Larry Hogan’s call to bolster
the nursing workforce during
the COVID-19 pandemic in
early April, UMSON approved
an “early-exit option,” allowing
students scheduled to graduate
in May to begin working in the
field as nursing graduates.
“Gov. Hogan asked us to get all nurses out on the front
line that we possibly could,” says Maeve Howett,
PhD, APRN, CPNP-PC, IBCLC, CNE, professor and
associate dean for the baccalaureate program.
“We looked hard at what their competencies were,
and they were so ready to graduate.”
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“I’m very glad I did it because I’ve
learned so much. I have seen some
really sick people, and I’ve seen some
that are completely asymptomatic.
It’s been very educational and kind
of exciting; we’re on the front lines
making a difference.”
DEBBIE SAHLIN

Hogan’s public health surge plan called for an
additional 6,000 hospital beds across the state –
including a field hospital at the Baltimore Convention
Center. UMSON collaborated with the chief nursing
officers of major hospital systems throughout
Maryland and ascertained their need for and interest
in hiring nursing graduates. School administrators
then designed a protocol for linking early-exit
students to these institutions, which included the
University of Maryland Medical System (UMMS),
Johns Hopkins Medicine, MedStar Health, Holy Cross
Health, and Shady Grove Adventist.
To be eligible for the early-exit option, students in
the entry-into-practice Bachelor of Science in Nursing
program and Clinical Nurse Leader master’s option
had to meet specific GPA and academic program
requirements. Ultimately, there were 107 students
who chose to answer the governor’s call.
“The students who opted into our early-exit option
were well prepared and fully equipped to make a
major contribution through their service as nursing
graduates,” says Dean Jane Kirschling, PhD, RN,
FAAN. “I salute the students who were eligible and
willing to serve under this unique initiative.”
As UMSON was making plans for the early-exit
option, Greg Raymond, DNP ’18, MS ’10, MBA,
BSN ’05, RN, NEA-BC, vice president of nursing
and patient care services, University of Maryland
Medical Center (UMMC), was being called upon to
serve as the chief nursing officer for the Baltimore
Convention Center Field Hospital (BCCFH),
designed to meet the increased need for inpatient
care for COVID-19 positive patients who no longer
require acute-care hospital services, but are not well
enough to go home. The BCCFH was established in
partnership with the Maryland Department of Health
and is operated through a collaboration of UMMS
and The Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Raymond worked with the BCCFH deputy
chief nursing officer to determine what nursing
would look like at the facility – from establishing
nursing processes and creating staffing models to
developing workflows for care delivery and even
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identifying the types of patients the hospital would
be able to accommodate.
Raymond says he’ll never forget his first day
at the BCCFH. “I was standing in the middle of
the Convention Center Exhibit Hall, which was
completely empty – a cement floor and nothing in
it but a few chairs and a couple of fold-up tables –
looking around and having a conversation with a
couple dozen people about how we’re going to make
this a field hospital.”
Raymond and the leadership team worked closely
with an architectural firm to design the interior of
the roughly 125,000-square-foot Exhibit Hall to
maximize space, provide safe patient flows, and
establish personal protective equipment donning and
doffing procedures in consultation with infection
prevention specialists.
“And another huge piece was working with our
clinical informaticist to take our electronic medical
record system and create a simplified version so the
documentation wasn’t so cumbersome, in anticipation
of large patient volumes,” Raymond explains.
They also worked with supply services, laboratory
services, and even food services to meet patient
and staff needs.
On April 27, the BCCFH began accepting patients,
just four weeks after Raymond’s first day in the
then-empty Exhibit Hall. The BCCFH is staffed by
the UMMS Emergency Staffing Pool, a temporary
workforce established to respond to a potential surge
in patients with COVID-19, made up of approximately
1,200 clinical and support service staff. Raymond
continues to work with the BCCFH executive team
to contribute strategic and operational oversight
for the field hospital and to provide COVID-19
testing to Marylanders at the BCCFH and locations
in Annapolis and West Baltimore.
Working in the field hospital was an attractive
opportunity for many nursing graduates, Raymond
explains. “This was an excellent opportunity for them
to get involved in something meaningful,” he says.

right: Sahlin in front
of the Baltimore
Convention Center,
where she worked
part time for the
BCCFH as part of the
UMMS Emergency
Staffing Pool

Debbie Sahlin, BSN ’20, RN, was one such nursing
graduate. She took advantage of the early-exit
option on April 17 and was hired part-time to the
UMMS Emergency Staffing Pool – which deploys
resources to 16 member hospitals, to the BCCFH,
and to other pop-up medical care facilities in the
area – within two days and began her orientation
at the BCCFH on April 22.
But before accepting the role, Sahlin, who has a son
with health complications that could put him at risk
for developing severe symptoms from COVID-19, had
to make sure it was the right choice for her family.
“I had to give that a lot of thought,” Sahlin says.
“But when I went to the field hospital for my first day
of training, I felt completely comfortable because
we were so protected.”
Through the Emergency Staffing Pool, Sahlin
has worked not only at the BCCFH but throughout
Maryland, including at various UMMS hospitals and
at COVID-19 testing sites.

“I’m very glad I did it because I’ve learned so
much,” Sahlin says. “I have seen some really sick
people, and I’ve seen some that are completely
asymptomatic. It’s been very educational and kind of
exciting; we’re on the front lines making a difference.”
In August, Sahlin began a full-time position on
UMMC’s Cardiac Progressive Care Unit as a clinical
nurse I. She also re-enrolled at UMSON, taking
two classes to begin working toward a Doctor of
Nursing Practice degree.
“Whether they are persevering in continuing
their educational studies under difficult
circumstances or are preparing to graduate and
serve our larger community, I applaud all of our
students for their dedication and resiliency during
this tumultuous time,” Kirschling says.
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A Stitch
in Time
Saves Lives

BY LISA ROWEN, DNSc, MS ’86, RN, CENP, FAAN

Chief Nurse Executive,
University of Maryland Medical System
Senior Vice President of Patient Care Services
and Chief Nursing Officer,
University of Maryland Medical Center
Originally printed in the University of Maryland Medical
Center’s (UMMC) spring 2020 issue of News & Views

In March, we were intensively
preparing for a surge of patients
with COVID-19 and sourcing
as much personal protective
equipment (PPE) as we could.
We wondered how we could
get enough PPE to protect all
UMMC staff and still provide
masks to patients and their
family members.

And then a marvelous
thing happened ...

Our neighbors across the street at UMSON came
forward to marshal a community of accomplished
makers – seamstresses, seamsters, and quilters – who
began sewing thousands of cloth reusable masks.
We have a committed, compassionate, expert, and
amazing internal “family” here of staff members,
faculty members, residents, fellows, and volunteers.
As if that isn’t wonderful enough, we also have a
dedicated and remarkable external community of
friends and supporters of our mission.
On March 24, UMSON Dean Jane Kirschling, PhD,
RN, FAAN, reached out to me to ask if we would
have interest in receiving cloth masks from master
seamstresses and quilters in the community who
would use guidelines approved by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Dean Kirschling explained that Susan Dorsey,
PhD ’01, MS ’98, RN, FAAN, professor and chair,
Department of Pain and Translational Symptom
Science, and volunteer Deb Greenspan, a retired
seamstress for the Baltimore Ravens, were launching
a campaign to recruit seamstresses and quilters from
across the region to sew cloth masks for UMMC.
Knowing that PPE was in short supply across the
country and that cloth masks could help us conserve
medical grade masks at the bedside for direct patient
care, I enthusiastically answered, “Yes, we’d love to
receive cloth masks from the community!”

4
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Each time we receive a delivery,
we peer into the bags and
see hundreds of masks sewn
with great care and made of
beautiful, colorful fabric.

In addition, Dean Kirschling put out a broader call
via email to UMSON’s more than 25,500 alumni and its
faculty, staff, and students to join the campaign to sew
cloth masks for UMMC. Her message was forwarded to
family members, friends, neighborhood associations,
church and synagogue groups, sewing circles, and
quilting clubs. What happened next was pure magic.
Master seamstresses and quilters were joined
by other people who had some or little sewing
experience, and every single one of these individuals
wanted to do something to support “the troops
on the line.” Many were nurses who no longer
practice, others were nurses who had worked at
UMMC or whose daughters and sons have worked at
UMMC, and some had no connection to us except a
forwarded email from Dean Kirschling. All of them
said they felt a great need to contribute and that if
they could help keep health care workers safe, what
could be better than this?
On April 8, we received the first delivery of
600 cloth masks from Dr. Dorsey, who has been a
remarkable liaison and facilitator of this effort. She
received packages of masks every day delivered to
her home. Since then, we’ve received more than
12,000 cloth masks from our UMSON colleagues and
our external family in the community.
Each time we receive a delivery, we peer into the
bags and see hundreds of masks sewn with great
care and made of beautiful, colorful fabric. The mask
fabrics may have been left over from a previous
sewing or quilting project or purchased online.
Some of the masks have delicate patterns and some
make bold statements. Some have sports team logos,
others have polka dots and stripes, and yet others
display holiday themes or animals. All of the masks
speak loudly and in support of health care workers.
Handwritten notes have accompanied the bags of
masks, thanking us for so expertly caring for COVIDpositive patients, appropriately rebranding UMMC
team members as health care heroes, and sending
wishes that the hospital team stay healthy and safe.
Dean Kirschling sees the mask project as
a wonderful opportunity for members of the
community to give back to the clinicians who are
providing care at UMMC. She said, “It has meant
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a great deal to us to sew cloth masks for the
individuals who are working inside the Medical
Center. It’s been an uplifting campaign for us and
a vote of confidence for those who are working so
hard right now as we deal with the pandemic.”
The cloth masks have been a big hit at the Medical
Center. Team members have said they love how
the masks brighten up the environment and enjoy
wearing them when they are not directly caring for
patients. While helping us conserve medical grade
masks for the care of our patients, the masks have
also offered a meaningful and practical way for caring
people in the community to help bring Maryland –
and the world – through this serious challenge.
Let’s all send a big shout-out to Dr. Dorsey and
Deb Greenspan for conceiving of and implementing
the campaign, enlisting Dean Kirschling’s backing
and help, and ultimately delivering well beyond our
expectations. We thank you all, UMSON colleagues
and friends in the external community, for your
partnership and unwavering support of our mission!
Want to join the cause?
UMMC continues to collect cloth
face mask donations for providers,
patients, and families. Find all the
information you need, including video
tutorials and directions for mailing,
at nursing.umaryland.edu/covid19
under “Calling All Makers.”

We all need to keep track
of our treasures during this
time of so much loss, seek the
things that gave us joy before,
and protect them.

The Four Rules
of a Dog’s Life
BY KATHLEEN MICHAEL, PhD, RN, CRRN

Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Organizational
Systems and Adult Health

My husband and I recently adopted Mr. Peepers,
a wee dog from Kuwait. Sitting here with this little
creature in my lap, I am struck by the wisdom that can
be gained from him during this time of uncertainty.
1. Embrace new life.
Mr. Peepers spent two days in a crate to make the
journey. When he arrived, he had never seen grass or
rain. He had never climbed stairs or walked on a leash.
We all are likewise in a strange place. It’s becoming
more apparent that we will never entirely go back
to the way we used to do things. For better or worse,
we have been dumped out of our crates into the
COVID-19 world. Suddenly, we have to learn new ways
of doing things. We have to learn to teach the hands-on
skills of our profession without being physically
present, convert our curriculum to virtual, mask up
to buy groceries, social distance, home school, and
track a rolling pandemic.

3. Rewards are important.
Mr. Peepers knows where the treats are. He believes
he deserves them always. And he does.
This pandemic has induced a hunger of the soul. We
crave to be seen, recognized, touched. We are looking
everywhere for our treats, because we know we deserve
them in the midst of this challenging time. And we do.
Finding them is not as easy as opening a box of dog
cookies, though. It takes some searching. What makes
us smile? Is it the time saved from the previous work
commute? Is it baking bread? Or is it digging in the
dirt? Sniff around and discover your treats.
And don’t forget the reward of sharing treats. Feed the
souls of colleagues and loved ones with gratitude.
4. Take a break.
The boundaries of our work have become porous,
leaking over into time that was once ours. Technology
makes us endlessly available. Sometimes the
intrusion is too much.
Close the laptop, put away the phone. Stop reading
this article and go outside. Look at the sky. Listen
to the birds. Breathe the fresh air. Let us all give
ourselves permission to find a little corner of peace
and curl up in the sun. Be your own Mr. Peepers.

Like Mr. Peepers, we figure things out by trying.
We probably won’t get things exactly right at first,
but we get closer, day by day.
2. Keep what you can of the familiar.
Mr. Peepers had two toys in his crate: a tennis ball
and a rope chew. He has other toys now, but you can
see a little spark of recognition in his eyes when he
goes back to his early possessions.
We all need to keep track of our treasures during this
time of so much loss, seek the things that gave us joy
before, and protect them. We will have new toys in the
days ahead. But once in a while, let’s go old school.
Let’s tell an old story or open a cherished book.
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Hands-On
Learning
Returns
BY MARY T. PHELAN

In Shira Devorah’s first semester
in the Master of Science in Nursing
Clinical Nurse Leader option last
spring, disappointment was not a
planned part of the curriculum.
That was before March 21, when all in-person
experiential learning activities were halted at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) due
to COVID-19. Clinical instruction was converted
to virtual activities, and distance simulation was
encouraged in the meantime.
Devorah, BA, felt she was missing out on one of the
most valuable aspects of her education: learning in
a clinical setting.
Thankfully, the disappointment was short-lived.
Herculean efforts by faculty, staff, and partner
institutions have resulted in reopening the doors
to experiential learning. By the start of UMSON’s
summer semester, with a host of safety protocols
in place, Devorah and her classmates were
participating in face-to-face simulation at UMSON
and in clinical experiences at the University of
Maryland Medical Center (UMMC).
“Those days were really special,” Devorah says of
that time. “They were a full day of what you expect
nursing school to be like.”
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While participating in clinicals, students do not have
contact with COVID-19 positive patients. In addition,
UMSON has worked to ensure that students have
been fit tested with appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE), supplied by the School and
participating partner health care institutions.
Returning students to experiential learning in a safe
manner was a priority for UMSON, says Larry Fillian,
MEd, associate dean for student and academic services.
“Nursing education has to be hands on. You can’t do it
from a distance, at least at these levels,” he explains.
Students also returned to in-person instruction in
UMSON’s Debra L. Spunt Clinical Simulation Labs,
which have reopened with adherence to strict safety
protocols, says Amy L. Daniels, PhD ’18, MS ’12,
BSN ’89, RN, CHSE, assistant professor and director
of the labs.
UMSON has coordinated extensively with UMB’s
offices of Environmental Health and Safety and
Facilities and Operations regarding protocols for
cleaning the labs between sessions and to determine
the appropriate PPE and number of people permitted
at a time for specific spaces, Daniels says. About 130
students returned to the sim labs over the summer,
in groups of no more than three at a time.
“The students really appreciated the efforts to return
to hands-on activities at the school and felt like it was
time well spent,” Daniels says.
Students also have been able to return to experiential
learning through virtual standardized patient (SP)
simulation, allowing them to gain clinical experience
through a variety of communication-based and
physical exam simulations at a time when such
instruction at partner health care institutions is on
hold due to the pandemic.
An SP is highly trained to simulate a patient and to
provide a learner with the experience of practicing
clinical scenarios before taking on a clinical role.
With the implementation of virtual learning, the
Standardized Patient Program (SPP), an UMSON
collaboration with the University of Maryland School
of Medicine, worked with faculty to ensure that
virtual SP learning would still be an effective
method of teaching and assessment.
“The clinical skills part of it and the clinical
reasoning were a little more challenging, especially
when you talk about doing a physical exam,” says
Nancy Culpepper, director of the SPP. “But we
worked closely with faculty to put guides together
on how to verbalize a clinical exam. I think UMB has
done an amazing job setting up a system so we can
assure a safe environment.”

“Nursing education has
to be hands on. You can’t
do it from a distance,
at least at these levels.”
LARRY FILLIAN
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Altered
Traditions
BY JILLIAN DREICER

By the end of the spring 2020
semester, it was clear that
gathering in person to do any
sort of celebrating was out of
the question, so UMSON quickly
pivoted to provide graduating
students with digital approaches
to longstanding traditions.
In what Dean Jane Kirschling, PhD, RN, FAAN,
described as a ceremony that won’t soon be forgotten,
UMSON recognized its Class of 2020 with an
unprecedented virtual conferral of degrees. More than
1,100 people logged on for the May 14 ceremony, as
University of Maryland, Baltimore President (then
Interim President) Bruce Jarrell, MD, FACS, conferred
437 degrees and certificates. UMSON faculty and
administrators, dressed in full graduation regalia,
offered congratulatory remarks and expressed hopes
for celebrating together at a future in-person ceremony.
To commemorate the graduating class, UMSON
debuted a video montage of photos submitted by
graduating students on its YouTube and other social
media channels following the virtual ceremony.
UMSON also proudly celebrated its May graduates,
along with all nurses, during an exclusively digital
Nurses Week in early May, marking the 200th
anniversary of Florence Nightingale’s birth and the
International Year of the Nurse, as designated by the
World Health Organization. The School adapted its
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annual week of traditionally in-person activities into
online and social media initiatives to honor graduating
students and the pivotal role that nurses play in
providing evidence-based, empathetic health care in
Maryland, nationwide, and around the globe.
Nurses Week typically incorporates the traditions of
uniform stringing and scrub top decorating, and those
activities, too, went digital. Graduates submitted
photos of decorated scrub tops worn during their
experiential learning activities or virtual versions using
a digital scrub top template. The community voted for
most creative, funniest, and best overall categories, and
UMSON announced the winners in a virtual stringing
video on its Facebook page.

“We are in the midst of an exceptional
time, but although COVID-19 brings a
particular set of challenges, there will
always be challenges of some type during
your nursing careers. I urge you to meet
them with the same commitment to
patient care and to making a difference in
the lives of families and communities that
inspired your decision to become a nurse
and fuels your passion for nursing.”
JANE KIRSCHLING

BET YOU
DIDN’T FLO!
Test your Florence
Nightingale
knowledge with a
10-question trivia
quiz we developed
for Nurses Week at
nursing.umaryland.
edu/flo.

V I R U S - R E L AT E D

Vitals

“Am I regretting going into
nursing? Not at all. This has
not intimidated me into
considering another profession.”
Chika Okusogu, BSN ’20, The Baltimore Sun

After the delivery
of in-person
courses halted on
Thursday, March 12,
112 courses were
transitioned from primarily in-person
instruction to online instruction;
84 courses were already online.

Assistant Professor
Laura Koo, MS, RN,
CRNP, FNP-BC,
and her family 3D
printed 96 plastic
ear savers, which reduce the strain
from face mask straps on ears,
with the words “COVID-19 Warrior”
imprinted on them for health
care workers; in total, 1,000+ ear
savers were handcrafted by the
UMSON community for University of
Maryland Medical Center (UMMC).

— Compiled by Libby Zay

Marik Moen,
PhD ’18, MPH,
RN, assistant
professor, served
as the director of
nursing from May 3 - Sept. 2 at the
Lord Baltimore Hotel Triage, Respite,
and Isolation Center in downtown
Baltimore, where 500+ patients
with COVID-19 were provided a
safe place for self-isolation.

Approximately
120 plants left in
UMSON offices
in Baltimore
were moved to a
central spot on the building’s first
floor where their main caretaker,
Neil McGinn, maintenance
mechanic, makes sure they are
well watered and even read to!

In honor of
UMSON’s Pi
Chapter of Sigma
international honor
society, 16 pies
went head-to-head in a Pie Madness:
Sweet Sixteen bracket on social
media during our virtual Nurses
Week celebration, May 6 - 12, to
determine the UMSON community’s
favorite. The winner: apple pie!

100 staff
members
in UMMC’s
Emergency
Department
and intensive care units were
treated to lunch after Beverly
Horne, academic program
specialist for the Health Services
Leadership and Management
master’s specialty, contacted a
local Chick-Fil-A that agreed to
provide the food free of charge.

Also during
Nurses Week,
Associate Dean
for Development
and Alumni
Relations Laurette Hankins,
BA, and her grandson crafted
75 beaded bracelets with
thank-you messages that were
distributed to UMMC nurses
working with COVID-19 patients.
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“I Am Because
We Are”
BY YOLANDA OGBOLU, PhD ’11, MS ’05, BSN ’04, CRNP, FNAP, FAAN

Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Partnerships,
Professional Education, and Practice

In West Baltimore, physical
distancing was a way of life
before COVID-19.
Imagine what it’s like to live on a block where
elderly neighbors are bolted behind their front
doors. Where parents worry daily about safety, so
they resist letting children play in the neighborhood.
Where more than half of the houses lie empty.
This was life pre-COVID-19 for the Baltimore
neighborhood where I grew up and now work as a
nurse researcher.
For the past year, my research team, with support
from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, has been
listening to residents of two disadvantaged neighborhoods in West Baltimore. These residents told us
they were “self-isolating” from family, neighbors, and
the community to cope with living in a neighborhood
where they don’t feel supported, safe, or connected.
Physical distancing during COVID-19 is intended to
keep us safe at home and limit the spread of the virus.
In much the same way, these families are self-isolating
to protect themselves from the dangerous environment
in which they live. They fear being swept up by violence or toxic social groups so they don’t participate in
community life. We coined the term “situational isolation” to describe this self-isolating behavior, which is
driven not by choice but by circumstances that make it
difficult to get out and about or to develop friendships.
But these anxieties and isolating behaviors have
serious consequences. When families weaken their
social networks by isolating themselves, they are cut
off from support and opportunities that affect health
and well-being. Poor family support and limited
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The one lesson I hope we’ve learned
from standing together with family,
friends, and community is how
feeling connected can help all of us
to not only survive but thrive.

involvement in community life is associated with
increased illness and premature death, and social
isolation is as damaging to one’s health as smoking
15 cigarettes a day, according to studies cited in an
article in the American Psychological Association’s
Monitor on Psychology.
These behaviors take on sharper meaning today
given the disproportionate impact that the coronavirus
is having on communities of color. In Maryland as
of the end of July, reported deaths among
Black people composed 41% of COVID-19-related
deaths statewide, even though Blacks make up
only 29% of the population.
Physical distancing in the COVID-19 pandemic has
forced many to look for creative ways to strengthen
connectedness for families and communities. In
Baltimore, food, housing, and electricity needs are
being urgently addressed through emergency measures.
The digital divide that has been a barrier to equitable
education is narrowing very slightly through gifting of
electronic devices and free internet services to the most
vulnerable. The state has halted prosecutions for drug,
prostitution, and other offenses to protect vulnerable
citizens in prisons. Baltimore ministers have created
virtual schools and are delivering free food to community members, bolstering city school efforts to provide
meals to children and their families. Others in the
community are providing essential services, including
health professionals, grocery workers, truck drivers,
and hospital environmental health service workers.
This crisis has helped us realize the importance
of social connections to our health and well-being.
Physical distancing does not have to exacerbate
the underlying social isolation in disadvantaged
communities like those I study in Baltimore. When
the pandemic is over (and it will end), we should
strengthen these meaningful social connections
we’re creating so they are sustained.
Crises have a way of bringing people closer together.
I am reminded of the mantra for the African philosophy
of ubuntu: “I am because we are.” The one lesson I
hope we’ve learned from standing together with family,
friends, and community is how feeling connected can
help all of us to not only survive but thrive.

Reprinted and
adapted from the
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation’s Culture
of Health Blog

Caregivers, like those in my study,
are reporting through social
media that for the first time they
can spend quality time with
their children, serving as teachers
and health promoters.
FROM THE ORIGINAL BLOG ARTICLE
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“My biggest takeaway from this
virtual field experience is that in
global health, one has to be willing
to adapt and find solutions.”
BILIKIS ODEJAYI

Students Help
from Home
BY LIBBY ZAY

While at home caring for her daughter, Doctor of
Nursing Practice student Meredith Lu, MPH, BSN,
RN, wanted to help during the COVID-19 crisis. She
volunteered to assist in creating and maintaining Kids
& COVID-19, a clinical resource website managed by
the University of Maryland School of Medicine Center
for Vaccine Development and Global Health (CVD),
where she recently completed a yearlong fellowship.
Lu reviews relevant academic articles and writes short
interpretations for clinicians.
“Staying familiar with all the new literature coming out
on COVID-19 will certainly help me as I work toward a
career in pediatric infectious disease, and it gives me
a great topic for schoolwork,” says Lu, a student
in the Pediatric Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
specialty. She also recently started a remote
part-time position at the CVD as a nurse on
the COVID-19 PEP (post-exposure prophylaxis)
Study, a clinical prevention study for which
she helps recruit and enroll participants.
Also working from home were Global Health
Certificate students, who typically travel abroad
during the summer to complete field experiences. This year, they web conferenced with
representatives of international nonprofits to
study the barriers and facilitators of COVID-19
prevention and control for vulnerable populations.
Sylvia Meyers-Brooks, MS ’20, RN, and Cheryl
Murphy, BSN, RN-BC, worked with Saúde Criança
in Brazil, which focuses on addressing social
determinants of health for families of critically ill
children. Erin German, BSN ’05, RN, CNOR, and
Bilikis Odejayi, BSN, RN, worked with StandProud
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in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which
provides mobility-enhancing treatment and
equipment to children with motor disabilities.
Odejayi says that at first, a virtual field experience
“seemed like an oxymoron,” but by the end of the
summer, she had a completely different view. “I
think about all that I have gained from the virtual
experience: the people I have met, the perspective
garnered, and the culture I have been exposed to,”
she says. “My biggest takeaway from this virtual field
experience is that in global health, one has to be
willing to adapt and find solutions.”

There is a critical need for this
important research to protect
populations around the world from
this serious and deadly virus.

Giving it
My Best Shot
BY CYNTHIA SIKORSKI

Director of Alumni Relations

In response to the sweeping
threat of COVID-19 last spring,
the University of Maryland,
Baltimore issued a call for
healthy volunteers aged 65 - 85.
The University of Maryland School of Medicine
(UMSOM) Center for Vaccine Development and
Global Health (CVD) was initiating one of the first
clinical trials of a COVID-19 vaccine. Led by principal
investigator Kathleen M. Neuzil, MD, MPH, director
of the CVD, this Phase 1 clinical trial sought to study
the safety, efficacy, and dosing of several experimental
mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccine candidates by Pfizer
and BioNTech. The mRNA vaccines are composed of
part of the virus’s genetic code (mRNA) surrounded
by lipids (fatty particles).
As a healthy and active 65-year-old, I pondered this
opportunity to contribute. My son, Michael Sikorski,
an UMSOM MD/PhD student in microbiology
and immunology, was already participating in the
same trial in the 18-to-55-year-old cohort. Having
received his first vaccination in May, he gave me an
encouraging, detailed explanation of the trial, and
I decided to join.
After signing up online, I was screened and then joined
90 other participants at the CVD in small groups, wearing masks and practicing social distancing, for a comprehensive orientation about protocols and consent.
On June 11, I received the initial injection, which could
have contained the study vaccine or a placebo. To track
the production of antibodies in my system, regular
blood samples were taken. My second vaccination

(again, either the study vaccine or a placebo) was
administered on June 30. During June and July, I
visited the CVD seven times for the two vaccinations
and periodic blood draws. The two-year study will
include follow-ups (vitals checking and blood draws)
this December, in June 2021, and in June 2022.
Following each vaccination, I completed an electronic
diary for seven consecutive days. I measured my
temperature and answered a series of questions about
possible side effects. I experienced no side effects
beyond mild chills after the first vaccination.
There is a critical need for this important research
to protect populations around the world from this
serious and deadly virus. It has been an inspiring
experience, and I am proud to contribute to the
testing of these vaccine candidates.
CVD research nurses Ginny Cummings, MS ’79,
BSN ’81, and Linda Wadsworth, BSN ’81, were my
primary contacts who oversaw clinical care for volunteers. Like all of us who work and study at UMSON,
they are dedicated to improving the human condition.
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Because large numbers of nurses
and physicians were serving in
the military and many others
were sick with the flu themselves,
nursing students were called on to
care for flu patients in hospitals
and military camps.

The Pandemic
A Century Ago
BY TARA WINK, MLS

Historical Collections Librarian, University of Maryland
Health Sciences and Human Services Library

The 1918 flu* was a pandemic
that hit the United States in
three phases from March 1918
to January 1919.
At the time, the School of Nursing was under the
direction of the University of Maryland University
Hospital. Student nurses had rigorous schedules
with hands-on education in the hospital for eight
hours and two hours of book study daily over three
years. By April 1918, the nurse training school had
399 alumnae and was experiencing a decrease in the
number of applicants due to World War I. Having
entered the war a year earlier, the United States was
in the throes of wartime production and fundraising.
The country was recruiting women for both of these
efforts and as nurses on the warfront, resulting in a
shortage of student nurses for the training school.
When the second and deadliest wave of the flu hit
Baltimore in September 1918, government officials
worked to keep the potency of the virus quiet to
maintain wartime morale. The city was in the midst
of raising funds for the Allied war effort via the liberty
loan drive, and officials feared a sharp decline in
fundraising if quarantines were enacted. However, as
the flu numbers rose (the Baltimore peak occurred
Oct. 5, 1918, with 1,177 new cases), officials had
to reverse tactics and close down public spaces.
As a result, the University was forced to suspend
coursework for roughly three weeks.
* also known as the “Spanish flu” after Spain was misidentified
as the starting point of the spread
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Because large numbers of nurses and physicians were
serving in the military and many others were sick
with the flu themselves, students from the University,
including nursing students, were called on to care for
flu patients in hospitals and military camps. By midOctober, the need for nurses in the city was so great
that ads advertised salaries of $100 a week (more
than $1,700 today).
The School of Nursing lost two students and two
alumnae to the flu in 1918. Lillie (or sometimes Lily)
Seaton Hedges, Class of 1917, died of pneumonia and
heart disease as a result of the flu, probably caught
after working with flu patients. Judith Sophia Viberg,
Class of 1918, died after contracting the flu at Camp
Lee, Virginia, where she was serving with the Army
Nurse Corps. Mary Ellen “Mayme” Setzer, Class of
1919, was a senior nursing student working in the
University Hospital to treat flu patients; she died from
pneumonia. Mary Emma Baker, Class of 1920, was a
junior nursing student; she volunteered with the Red
Cross to work at Camp Humphreys, Virginia. Baker
contracted the flu, then died of pneumonia.
To learn more about UMSON historical resources housed in the
University of Maryland Health Sciences and Human Services Library,
visit the digital archive at archive.hshsl.umaryland.edu.

above: University
Hospital Nurses
Training School
Class of 1917, which
includes Hedges
(center row, second
from left)
right: University
Hospital Nurses
Training School Class
of 1918, which
includes Viberg (back
row, third from right)

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND HEALTH SCIENCES AND HUMAN SERVICES LIBRARY AND THE BALTIMORE SUN DATABASE

right: an ad for a
graduate nurse and
an article describing
influenza-related
orders and recommendations from
the Baltimore health
commissioner, both
from The Baltimore
Sun, October 1918

As is the case with the flu pandemic
of 1918, researchers and historians
of the future will study the COVID-19
pandemic and the University of
Maryland, Baltimore community’s
experiences during this worldwide

event. To share your stories of
COVID-19 for archival purposes,
visit www2.hshsl.umaryland.
edu/covid19/unmasking.cfm
or contact Tara Wink at
twink@hshsl.umaryland.edu.
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1980s
Vicki Freedenberg, PhD ’13, BSN ’80,
received an American Nurses Association
2020 Distinguished Practice in Nursing
Distinguished Direct Patient Care
Award, which recognizes a registered
nurse who provides exemplary direct
patient care and contributes to the
advancement of nursing practice.

Class Notes

Kathy Fritze, BSN ’81, an
integrative and holistic nurse at
the University of Maryland St. Joseph
Medical Center, was featured in a July
Baltimore Sun article highlighting the
hospital’s “Zen Den,” which offers staff
an opportunity for self-care.

Let your fellow alumni know what’s happening in your life. Submitting an
update to Class Notes is easy; just visit nursing.umaryland.edu/classnotes
or contact us at alumni.nursing@umaryland.edu or 410-706-0674.

Lynelle N.B. Pierce, MS ’86, received
the 2020 University of Kansas
Distinguished Alumni Award.

As we are unable to confirm all alumni credentials, only UMSON degrees and
graduation years are included.

Beth Sloand, MS ’86, was promoted to
full professor on the practice education
track at JHUSON.

1960s

1990s

Patricia Grady, MS ’68, an UMSON
Visionary Pioneer and director
emeritus at the National Institute
of Nursing Research (NINR), was
featured in the Milestones in NINR
History retrospective website created
for Women’s History Month in March.
Grady served as NINR’s director for
more than 23 years.

In addition, Sharps is one of three
authors of the recently published book
Disparities in the Academy: Accounting
for the Elephant; Veronica Njie-Carr,
UMSON associate professor, is
another author.
Sally Decker, BSN ’72, earned a lifetime achievement award from the
American Nurses Association –
Michigan.

1970s

Margaret Chambers Wilmoth,
MS ’79, BSN ’75, an UMSON Visionary
Pioneer, was inducted into the 2020
class of the U.S. Army Women’s
Foundation Hall of Fame in March.

Phyllis Sharps, PhD ’88, BSN ’70,
an UMSON Visionary Pioneer and the
Elsie M. Lawler Chair and associate
dean for community programs and
initiatives at the Johns Hopkins
University School of Nursing (JHUSON),
was a panelist at the Johns Hopkins
Healthcare Outlook Forum, “Exemplars
in Military Leadership,” in February.

David Vlahov, MS ’80, BSN ’77,
an UMSON Visionary Pioneer,
co-authored “Slum Health: Arresting
COVID-19 & Improving Well-Being in
Urban Informal Settlements” in the
Journal of Urban Health in April. Vlahov
was the founding president of the
International Society for Urban Health.

Donna Havens, PhD ’91, an
UMSON Visionary Pioneer, serves
on the steering committee for a national
COVID-19 Caring about Health for All
Study of health care, first responder, and
service workers. The study will examine
data on the physical and mental health
and well-being of workers potentially
exposed to the virus.
Diane Seibert, MS ’94, is chair-elect of
the Fellows of the American Association
of Nurse Practitioners.
Joan Stanley, PhD ’95, an
UMSON Visionary Pioneer and
chief academic officer at the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing
(AACN), co-authored the report
“Recommendations for Improving
National Nurse Preparedness for
Pandemic Response: Early Lessons
from COVID-19.”

= C0VID-19 related
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Sworn to Serve

2000s
Cathy Weber, BSN ’01, nurse manager,
Emergency Department, University
of Maryland Shore Medical Center
at Dorchester, was honored at a
retirement party for her more than 42
years of service.
Rachael Holton Parran, MS ’19,
BSN ’04, was appointed by Gov. Larry
Hogan to Maryland’s Community
Health Worker Advisory Committee,
which advises the Department of
Health on the certification and training
of community health workers.

In early December, 1st Lt. Bradley
Kretzer, BSN ’12, (right) a student in
UMSON’s Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nurse Anesthesia specialty, was
sworn into the U.S. Army by Col.
Jacqueline C. Mitchell, MS ’07, (left)
UMSON director of clinical education.
Kretzer’s family, classmates, and
faculty were in attendance to support
his commitment.
Susan Bindon, DNP ’11, MS ’96,
UMSON associate professor, was
interviewed for the January - February
2020 AACN newsletter Syllabus, in the
Q&A section.
Marla De Jong, MS ’96, an UMSON
Visionary Pioneer, was named dean
of the University of Utah College
of Nursing.
Sarah Szanton, MS ’98, professor at
JHUSON, will direct the school’s new
national center dedicated to improving
the health and function of people with
disabilities and their caregivers.

Katie Huffling, MS ’06, executive
director, Alliance of Nurses for Healthy
Environments, was appointed to
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Children’s Health
Protection Advisory Committee for a
three-year term and will advise the
EPA on regulations, research, and
communications related to children’s
environmental health.
Tracey Zvenyach, PhD ’18, MS ’08,
co-founder of Nurse Disrupted,
was featured in U.S. News & World
Report for work the organization is
doing to launch virtual COVID-19
screenings for incoming homeless
shelter guests.
Karen Kesten, DNP ’09, received the
Nursing Outlook 2019 Excellence
in Nursing Education Award at the
American Academy of Nursing’s 2019
annual policy conference.

2010s
Marian Grant, DNP ’10, a
palliative care nurse practitioner
on the University of Maryland Medical
Center (UMMC) Intensive Care
Unit, was interviewed by Baltimore
National Public Radio (NPR) affiliate
WYPR’s Midday radio show about her
experiences providing palliative care
for COVID-19 patients.

Celebrating Nursing Excellence
Seven UMSON alumni were among 67 nurses recognized in
Baltimore magazine’s annual Excellence in Nursing awards;
they were honored in the magazine’s September issue.
Harold G. Humbert, BSN ’80
Psychiatric Nurse

Alison McGonigal, MS ’08
Oncology

Lisa Malick, MS ’90
Educator

Oluwatosin “Tosin” Olateju,
MS ’15, BSN ’11
Community Care/Ambulatory
Care and Management/
Nurse Executives

Lorraine Newborn-Palmer,
MS ’95
Neurology/Psychology/
Behavioral Health Specialty
Melissa Cross, BSN ’01
Emergency Department

Derrick L. Wyatt, MS ’13
Research

And congratulations to the many alumni whose excellence in
their work at the University of Maryland Medical Center (UMMC)
was recognized through the hospital’s annual nursing awards.
University of Maryland School of Nursing Colleague Awards
Mary Etta Mils, MS ’73,
BSN ’71, professor – for
her collaborative, insightful,
and supportive leadership in
her role as interim dean last
year and her commitment
to UMNursing, the clinical,
educational, and research
partnership between UMSON
and UMMC (and also for her
“exquisite sense of humor!”)

Susan Dorsey, PhD ’01,
MS ’98, professor and chair,
Department of Pain and
Translational Symptom Science –
for her efforts to coordinate
and collaborate on the mask
donation and collection
campaign that resulted in
more than 12,000 cloth face
masks and hundreds of ear
savers being delivered to
UMMC (See “A Stitch in Time
Saves Lives,” Page 6.)

New Alumni Council Leaders
Congratulations to the alumni recently elected to serve among
the leadership of UMSON’s Alumni Council.
President-Elect:

Members-at-Large:

Malinda Peeples, MS ’97

Elizabeth “Ibby” Tanner,
MS ’74, BSN ’70
Joseph J. McKinney, BSN ’75
Vannesia D. Morgan-Smith,
BSN ’81
Loree S. LaChance, BSN ’89
Catherine P. Carroll, BSN ’03
Nicole Ritzau, BSN ’07
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Lauren Anne St. John, DNP ’11,
MS ’10, associate chair for clinical
education at the University of Texas
at Arlington, was interviewed for the
article “5 Things That Should be Done
to Improve the United States Education
System,” published in Authority
Magazine in November 2019.
Vanzetta James, MS ’11, joined
University of Maryland Capital Region
Health as senior vice president and
chief nursing officer.
Jamie Rubin, MS ’12, an infection
preventionist at Sinai Hospital in
Baltimore, co-authored “Measles Met its
Match in Baltimore: How Sinai Hospital
and Public Health Officials Partnered
to Prevent an Outbreak,” which
received a Circle of Honor award from
the Maryland Patient Safety Center.
In addition, Rubin co-presented two
educational sessions, “Lessons Learned
from High Consequence Pathogen
Rule-Outs” and “Programmatic
Developments in the Past 5 Years,”
at the Maryland Emerging Infectious
Disease Symposium at The Johns
Hopkins Hospital in February.
Brian Hoffman, BSN ’14, clinical nurse
II, R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma
Center, was honored at UMMC’s Great
Stories recognition event in February.

Good Fellows

Brad Snyder, MS ’14, co-authored
“A Conversation About Racism for All
Health Care Providers,” published in
Thrive Global in July.
Jill Ciotta, MS ’15, former sustainability
manager at UMMC, and UMMC critical
care nurses Carly Momorella, BSN ’15,
and Kelly Marsh, BSN ’16, were
featured on NPR’s podcast The Pulse
about the medical center’s efforts to
reduce medical waste and help protect
the environment. The program, which
aired on WHYY-FM in Philadelphia
and other NPR stations, explored the
changing roles of nurses.
Melissa Davis-Gilbert, BSN ’18, senior
clinical nurse I at UMMC, received the
June Employee of the Quarter Award.
Catherine Mirsky, DNP ’19, has been
accepted to UMMC’s Nurse Practitioner
Critical Care Fellows Program.
Sonia Max, MS ’20, was one of six
winners of the 2020 Hope Babette
Tang Humanism in Healthcare Essay
Contest conducted through The
Arnold P. Gold Foundation. Her essay
will be published in upcoming issues
of Academic Medicine and the Journal
of Professional Nursing.

In Memoriam
Alumni

Mary Ann Michelitch Petrick, DIN ’44
Roberta E. Morton Evans, BSN ’45
Barbara Thomson Lamb, DIN ’46
Doris Frederick Carper, DIN ’48
Peggy Sappington Novotny, DIN ’48
Norma Schriver DeMarino, BSN ’49
Charlotte M. Habib Moore, DIN ’49
Helen Wink Valentine, DIN ’51
Carmen M. Womack, DIN ’51
Peggy Jones Howard, BSN ’52
L. Verna Zang Martin, DIN ’53
Susan Hulse Wood, DIN ’53
Faye Parks Ritzmann, BSN ’54
Ruth Hutcheson, BSN ’55
Joan Gosnell Hubbert, BSN ’58
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Sylvia A. Ridenour, BSN ’67
Wynella B. Badgett, MS ’70
Joan M. Becke, BSN ’72
(died of COVID-19)
Clare Boyle Kownacki, BSN ’73
Irena L. Voigt-Hull, MS ’73
Margaret Spioch Brunner, MS ’81,
BSN ’78
Eileen M. Shadell Foster, BSN ’78
Jodie L. O’Reilly, BSN ’81
Jeanne M. Schusler Ten Broeck, MS ’82
Barbara J. Shipley, BSN ’82
Anne Michelle Fayer, MS ’07
This list includes notices the
School of Nursing received from
Feb. 18 ‑ Aug. 10, 2020.

Congratulations to the five UMSON alumni, including three
UMSON faculty members, who were inducted as 2020 American
Association of Nurse Practitioner (AANP) Fellows in June and the
one UMSON faculty member and eight alumnae to be inducted
as 2020 American Academy of Nursing (AAN) Fellows in October.
They join communities of nearly 900 AANP Fellows and 2,700
AAN Fellows worldwide.

Fellows of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners
Jan Wilson, DNP ’09, MS ’94,
BSN ’74, assistant professor
and director of the Doctor of
Nursing Practice Neonatal Nurse
Practitioner specialty, UMSON

Bimbola Akintade, PhD ’11,
MS ’05, BSN ’03, associate
professor and associate dean
for the Master of Science in
Nursing program, UMSON

Stefanie M. Glenn, MS ’02,
BSN ’00, captain, U.S. Public
Health Service, Operation Chief
PHS-1 Rapid Deployment Force;
nurse consultant, Centers for
Clinical Standards and Quality

Kathleen Cox, DNP ’14,
MS ’07, clinical assistant
professor and director, Acute
Care/Gerontology Nurse
Practitioner program, University
of Texas at El Paso
Kristen Rawlett, PhD ’14,
assistant professor, UMSON

Fellows of the American Academy of Nursing
UMSON Faculty Member:
Tonya Schneidereith, PhD, CRNP, PPCNP-BC, CPNP-AC, CNE,
CHSE-A, associate professor

UMSON Alumni:
Belinda Mandrell, MS ’91,
BSN ’89, associate member,
St. Jude faculty, and director,
Nursing Research Division,
St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital

Mary Fey, PhD ’14, MS ’01, associate director of the Simulation
Educator Training Program,
Center for Medical Simulation,
Harvard Medical School

Kristen M. (Stanich) Brown,
Jun-Yu Fan, MS ’93, associate
MS ’06, assistant professor and
professor, Chang Gung University advanced practice simulation
of Science and Technology
coordinator, Johns Hopkins
University School of Nursing
Catherine Haut, DNP ’10,
MS ’93, coordinator of nursing
Kathleen Griffith, PhD ’06,
research and evidence-based
associate professor and assispractice, Nemours/Alfred I.
tant dean for the PhD program,
DuPont Hospital for Children
George Washington University
School of Nursing
Mary DiBartolo, PhD ’01,
professor, Salisbury University
Azizeh Sowan, PhD ’06, assoSchool of Nursing
ciate professor, UT Health San
Antonio School of Nursing

Health Care Heroes
Six alumnae were honored as recipients of
The Daily Record’s 2020 Healthcare Heroes Awards:
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD

NURSE PRACTITIONER
OF THE YEAR AWARD

Elizabeth Tanner,
MS ’74, BSN ’70

Marianne Fingerhood,
MS ’99
Beverly Ruiz,
MS ’00
Brigit VanGraafeiland,
DNP ’08

COVID-19 HEROES AWARD

Karen Doyle,
DNP ’20, MS ’91, BSN ’85
Kim Peterson,
BSN ’05

It is no coincidence that
nursing is annually heralded
as the most trusted
profession. That kind of
sacred trust is earned ...

Advance
There is an old saying: “May you live in interesting times.” At this
point, most of us would surely welcome some downright boring,
no-news-is-good-news, nothing-to-see-here times …
We are confronted daily with the enormous and pervasive impact
of a historic pandemic – a relentless assault on what we knew
as safe and “normal.” We took for granted that we could get
together with friends and family, that we could travel and go to
weddings and graduations and out to dinner. So very much has
changed. Yet, thankfully, nursing remains. Steadfast. Courageous.
Front and center. Indeed, what profession is more laudable than
nursing, in terms of making a difference in the battle against COVID-19?
Frankly, I can think of no better cause than to educate nurses during this crisis – to
prepare this formidable workforce to prevent and conquer future health care challenges.
It is no coincidence that nursing is annually heralded as the most trusted profession.
That kind of sacred trust is earned – through actions, effectiveness, and outcomes.

Where is the

Honor Roll
of Donors?

You can find the Honor Roll
list for 2019 - 20 on the
back of the pull-out poster
that is included in this issue.
Enjoy the commemorative
illustration on one side and
peruse our list of donors on
the other. As always, a full
list of Honor Roll donors is
available online at nursing.
umaryland.edu/honorroll.

My team (Stacey Conrad, Cynthia Sikorski, Lorrie Voytek, and Anita Riley) and I have long
been in awe of the nursing profession but perhaps never more so than during 2020.
As we do each year at this time, we are proud to publish our Honor Roll of Donors, which
recognizes all gifts and pledges of $100 and greater made from July 1, 2019, to June 30,
2020. Thank you for your service and for supporting UMSON’s current and future nursing
students. We are so grateful for you.
Stay well and strong,

Laurette L. Hankins

Associate Dean for Development and Alumni Relations
hankins@umaryland.edu
410-706-4008
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The Louisa Parsons Legacy Society
The School of Nursing’s Legacy Society is named in honor of
pioneering nurse and philanthropist Louisa Parsons, the University
of Maryland School of Nursing’s first superintendent; she made the
first planned gift to the School in 1916. The Louisa Parsons Legacy
Society comprises people who, like Parsons, are committed to
supporting future generations of students and nurses by providing
funding for scholarships, research, faculty positions, and other
critical needs. Joining the Louisa Parsons Legacy Society allows
you to make a significant difference to future nursing students
without impacting your current lifestyle.
To learn more about making a planned gift, contact Laurette Hankins,
associate dean for development and alumni relations,
at hankins@umaryland.edu or 410-706-4008.
Estate of Myrtle Ageton, DIN ’44,
and Robert Ageton
Janet D. Allan
Anonymous
Floraine B. Applefeld
Estate of Carolyn V. Arnold
Jeanne Ascosi, BSN ’74
Estate of Zabelle S. Howard Beard
Deborah S. Beatty, MS ’96
Ann F. Bennett, MS ’69
Marjorie Stamler Bergemann
Estate of Jean L. Bloom, DIN ’46
Estate of Margaret Brandt, DIN ’50
Estate of Mary J. Brewer
Estate of E.L. Bunderman, DIN ’31,
and Clarence Q. Bunderman
Estate of Ann Ottney Cain
Estate of Dorothy C. Calafiore, BSN ’51
Estate of Shirley E. Callahan, BSN ’52
Sharon A. Childs, MS ’91
Estate of Avon B. Chisholm
Marlene H. Cianci, MS ’66, BSN ’65
Estate of Gladys B. Clagett
and Lansdale G. Clagett
Estate of Bonnie L. Closson, BSN ’61
Jon B. Closson
Claudette C. Clunan, BSN ’72
Steven S. Cohen
Regina M. Cusson, MS ’79
Estate of Mary Jane Custer
Jill A. DeCesare, BSN ’69
Carol Distasio, MS ’73, BSN ’71
Susan G. Dorsey, PhD ’01, MS ’98
Carol Drake, BSN ’68*,
and Francis D. Drake
Celeste A. Dye, BSN ’66
Kay F. Edwards, PhD ’81, BSN ’67
Estate of Barbara Elgin, BSN ’54,
and Lee Elgin
Estate of Lura Jane Emery, MS ’79
Julie C. Fortier, MS ’68
Judith A. Freitag, BSN ’77
Beth Ann Gan, BSN ’77
Mary H. Gilley, DIN ’44
Debbie Gilbert Glassman, MS ’79,
BSN ’75
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Judah Gudelsky
Carolyn Cook Handa, BSN ’63*
Laurette L. Hankins
Sharon Hanopole, BSN ’66
Phyllis B. Heffron, BSN ’74
Barbara R. Heller
Estate of K. Cornelia Hesselbach
Estate of Marie L. Hesselbach
Estate of Kjerstine K. Hoffman, DIN ’47
Carol A. Huebner, PhD ’90
Margaret H. Iles, DIN ’53
Catherine Ingle, BSN ’61
Estate of Mary McCotter Jackson
Jeanette Jones, MS ’70
Estate of Jean W. Keenan, DIN ’48
Jane M. Kirschling and Robert Flick*
Anita M. Langford, MS ’79, BSN ’77
Cynthia P. Lewis, BSN ’58,
and Jack C. Lewis
Estate of Ann Madison, BSN ’62
Mildred Madsen, BSN ’73
Myrna Mamaril, MS ’93
Estate of Demetria Manandic, BSN ’54
Estate of Lois Marriott
Joan Nicholason Martellotto, BSN ’66
Margaret A. McEntee, MS ’73
Estate of Wealtha McGurn
Beverly J. Meadows, PhD ’06, MS ’84,
BSN ’69
Norma J. Melcolm, MS ’69
Estate of Joan L. Meredith, BSN ’62
Sharon L. Michael, BSN ’71
Nancy J. Miller, BSN ’73
Patricia Gonce Morton, PhD ’89,
MS ’79
Sondra M. Mroz, BSN ’66
Elizabeth O’Connell, MS ’74, BSN ’73
Daniel J. O’Neal III, BSN ’66
Elizabeth A. Ness, MS ’93
Harriet Palmer-Willis, MS ’70,
BSN ’68
Barbara J. Parker, PhD ’86, MS ’76
Charlene M. Passmore, BSN ’77
Thomas S. Paullin
Margot A. Regen, MS ’79
Ann E. Roberts, BSN ’93
Estate of Margaret Robinson

Linda E. Rose, PhD ’92,
and William G. Smillie
Estate of Amelia Carol Sanders,
DIN ’53
Patricia A. Saunders, BSN ’68
Estate of William Donald Schaefer
Estate of Phyllis J. Scharp, BSN ’50
Sandra Schoenfisch, MS ’76
Eleanor B. Schron, PhD ’08, MS ’79,
and Spencer R. Schron
Estate of Beverly Seeley
Christine K. Shippen, MS ’98, BSN ’73
Deborah K. Shpritz, MS ’82, BSN ’78,
and Louis Shpritz
Estate of Betty Lou Shubkagel,
BSN ’54
Estate of Anna Mae Slacum
Estate of Connie Slewitzke, BSN ’71
Rebecca S. Stanevich, BSN ’73
Estate of Marie V. Stimpson, MS ’89,
BSN ’84
Jacquelyn M. Jones Stone, MS ’71
Estate of Sandra Sundeen, MS ’68
Estate of Ginger V. Swisher, DIN ’49
Susan L. Tancredi, MS ’79, BSN ’69,
and Peter Tancredi
Courtney Ann Kehoe Thomas, BSN ’66
Virginia D. Thorson, BSN ’55
Estate of Norma C. Tinker, BSN ’48
Estate of Martha C. Trate, BSN ’48
Marion Burns Tuck, MS ’80
Robin Varker, BSN ’75
Elena V. Virts, PhD ’15, BSN ’00
Joella D. Warner, MS ’70, BSN ’64
Estate of Helen Parker Wear
Doris Baumgardner Webb, BSN ’59,
and John H. Webb*
Margaret C. Wilmoth, MS ’79, BSN ’75
Susan Dorsey Wilson, BSN ’66
Estate of Patricia Yow
As we are unable to confirm all alumni
credentials, only UMSON degrees and
graduation years are included.

*deceased

Supporting Students
Through the Crisis
S T U D E N T E M E R G E N CY F U N D

As the UMSON community
continues to navigate the
COVID-19 crisis, students
remain our top priority. The
School’s Student Emergency
Fund assists students who
may be facing challenges in
this extraordinary time.

TOTA L D O N O R S :

351

TOTA L R A I S E D :

$34,521
TOTA L R EC E I V E D :

To bolster the initiative, the University of Maryland
Baltimore Foundation provided UMSON with $15,000
in matching funds. The fund aims to help students
cover tuition, groceries, rent, and medical and child
care expenses. As we look toward the end of 2020,
our students’ need continues; please consider giving
(or giving again) to support the Student Emergency
Fund at nursing.umaryland.edu/emergencyfund. You
may also give directly to the fund using the envelope
included with this issue.

“The stress of quarantine and isolation led
to a home situation where I was concerned
for my safety, and I left abruptly to be with
family and friends in another state. While I
am safe, the sudden move left me without an
income. Your kindness and generosity will
allow me to continue the post-master’s
DNP program without interruption.”
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE STUDENT

“Being infected, hospitalized, and still
recovering from the COVID-19 virus has been
scary, unpredictable, and very challenging.
My son and family became COVID-19 positive
after me, and we are currently dealing with
unemployment along with other hardships.
That is why your donations are greatly
appreciated and needed at this time.”
2020 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING ALUMNA

$49,521
(WITH MATCHING FUNDS)

AV E R AG E S T U D E N T AWA R D :

$1,000
as of Sept. 23, 2020

Office of Communications
655 W. Lombard St.
Baltimore, MD 21201
nursing.umaryland.edu

“My daughter survived COVID-19
after a lengthy hospitalization,
but she is still very weak, has a
broken leg, and is using crutches for
walking. Because of COVID-19,
I lost my part-time job and am facing
serious financial difficulties to
pay my rent and tuition. I was
almost giving up and considered
dropping out of school.”
Elizabeth “Wuba” Tegegne,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Student

While Wuba and her family faced
significant challenges as a result of
COVID-19, UMSON’s Student
Emergency Fund allowed Wuba to pay
her tuition last semester and to
register for fall 2020 classes, keeping
her on course to earn her BSN.

MAKE YOUR GIFT TODAY
at nursing.umaryland.edu/emergencyfund
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